ABSTRACT Impact-type penetrators are devices that apply the impact generated by their internal components to penetrate the soil. The penetration effect of the impact-type penetrators is affected by the physical parameters (e.g., mass and stiffness) of their internal constituent elements. Therefore, optimal parameters must be obtained by using a dynamic impact penetrator model to maximize the dive distance of each impact. However, the dynamic impact penetrator models are nonlinear and difficult to describe. Thus, in this paper, this work proposes a segmentation method for modeling the penetrator motion to establish an accurate dynamic model that can be divided into four states. Buffer spring pre-compression, which is introduced as a new influencing parameter to improve the performance of the penetrator, and the genetic algorithm is used for the optimization in accordance with the characteristics of the required optimization parameter set. Parameter stability is then analyzed by considering the actual project application. Then, the control variable method is employed to explore the influence of changing the obtained parameters on the penetration effect. Finally, a processing prototype designed on the basis of the acquired parameters is used for the experimental verification. This work addresses the complexity of the dynamics model of penetration and the difficulty encountered in determining the parameter values.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Soviet Union, the United States, and other countries have explored the moon, Mars, and asteroids since the mid-20th century to investigate the origins of the universe and life and to find a planet that is suitable for human habitation. Measuring the heat flow temperature of the lunar surface is a top priority mission of the Apollo exploration program of the United States. ALSD, an impact drilling tool, was used to drill the moon in the 15th, 16th, and 17th Apollo missions, and its drill pipe had been extended to a depth of approximately 3 m [2] . A temperature sensor was used to obtain the heat flow data of the lunar surface in the 15th and 17th Apollo missions. Two penetrators that each contained an accelerometer and a heat flow sensor were applied in Japan's
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Lunar-A mission [3] . The penetrators were released by a detector around the lunar orbit and penetrated through impact. The detection of the heat flow of extraterrestrial objects is crucial because data on thermal structural parameters can expand the current understanding of the physical characteristics and origin of extraterrestrial objects. However, the change in the soil temperature detected by heat flow detectors will be influenced by external factors if sensor depth is shallow. Therefore, the heat flow detector must be placed 3 m below the soil surface to obtain accurate internal heat flow data [4] .
Another important exploration task of extraterrestrial missions is the analysis of the composition of soil, rocks, and samples. Soil samples must be collected or soil structure must be analyzed for accurate component characterization. The US MMUM penetrator is installed with a Raman spectrometer to enable the measurement of soil composition during penetration. The MMUM and PLUTO penetrator heads are integrated with sampling devices that can accommodate small amounts of soil samples [5] - [7] .
Soil drilling equipment must be carried on space exploration missions. The most common drilling method exploits the rotation of a drill pipe. Periodic impact force with a specific value is applied to the end of the drill pipe to improve penetrating ability and efficiency and facilitate drill pipe penetration. The small unmanned Mars probe developed by the ESA is a typical drilling device consisting of 10 independent drill strings that can be combined to achieve a penetration depth of 2 m. The whole unit weighs approximately 4 kg [8] - [10] . However, modules for space exploration missions, especially extraterrestrial planet exploration missions, have strict weight requirements. Various drilling methods have been developed to meet these requirements. For example, a drilling method based on the ovipositional behavior of wood wasps has been developed. Wood wasps deposit eggs in wood through ovipositors. The two valves of the wood wasp ovipositor move alternately, and one piece is extended by another piece through an alternating retracting motion to penetrate wood. This approach can be mimicked to perform drilling under low-gravity conditions. The penetrator, however, must be improved to increase drilling depths [11] , [12] .
An impact-type penetration device has been developed to meet the high quality and drilling depth requirements of drilling equipment for extraterrestrial objects. The penetrator uses the periodic impact force generated by mechanical or electromagnetic energy to penetrate soil [13] . PLUTO, which was developed by DLR, was first used in a space exploration mission and was carried into space by the Beagle 2 Mars lander in 2003 [14] . Although PLUTO has a total length of only 280 mm, it has a penetration depth of approximately 1.5 m. PLUTO applies a motor compression spring. The release of this spring drives an internal hammer to impact the casing at high speed, and the large pushing force exerted by the casing on the soil promotes the penetration of the casing. Subsequently, DLR developed the IMS, a HP3 penetrator based on PLUTO. The IMS can carry a sensor cabin at the rear to gather the physical information of a planet. The HP3 has a penetration depth of 3 m and was taken as a key component in the NASA Insight mission to Mars in 2018 [15] , [16] . The Space Research Center of the Polish Academy of Sciences has also investigated impact penetrators and developed MUPUS, CHOMIK, HEEP, KRET, and EMOLE. KRET uses a motor-driven screw for spring compression to produce massive impact energy. The reversion of the screw-driver mechanism to the initial state, however, prolongs each impact cycle [17] - [19] . The Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences has developed various penetrators, including electromagnetically driven [20] and screw energy storage escapement penetrators.
The optimal parameter for maximizing the single maximum dive distance of the penetrator has been identified [21] , [22] by establishing the dynamic penetrator model. The dynamic penetrator model, however, is complex and variable given the structural limitations of the penetrator.
Therefore, previous works have adopted simplified analytical modeling methods. Nevertheless, these methods may provide inaccurate parameters.
To deal with the above mentioned issues, this paper proposed a novel approach for the dynamics research and parameter optimization of planetary penetrators. Its contributions are summarized as: 1) a novel segmentation modeling method is proposed to establish an accurate dynamic model that can be divided into four configurations. 2) A genetic algorithm based optimization method is employed to deal with the issues of large searching domain, parameter settings, and coupling.
3) The obtained parameters are further analyzed in accordance with the actual project application, based on which optimal stability parameters are achieved. 4) Influence of the changes in the obtained parameters on the penetration effect is explored and validated in both simulation and real applications. The degree of influence of buffer spring pre-compression on penetration performance is also studied. Finally, the processing prototype is tested experimentally on the basis of the obtained solution.
II. PLANETARY PENETRATOR DYNAMIC MODELLING AND ITS MOTION FUNCTION A. STURUCTURE AND WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE PENETRATION DEVICE
The penetration device consists of three parts that slide relative to each other. These three parts are the Casing (UC), Hammer (UB), and Drive (UA). UA and UB are mounted and can slide freely inside UC. UA is the assembly of the driver drive element and includes the motor and the shafting. UB can be driven to move to compress the drive spring (KA) between UA and UB. It releases KA at a certain height. After release, UB will generate high kinetic energy for collision with UC, and the reaction force of KA acts on UA and provides backward kinetic energy for the compression of the buffer spring. Finally, the reaction force that acts on UC is converted into the force of the buffer spring. The force of the buffer spring is considerably smaller than the reaction force of KA, and the reaction force of KA is reduced through energy conversion. The whole process is cyclical; that is, UB continuously impacts UC by repeatedly compressing the spring, and impact force is generated to push the penetration device downward. The penetration device structure, energy transfer, and principle are illustrated in Figure 1 . In downward penetration, the penetrator must overcome the force of the soil against reverse extrusion when it is pushed into the soil, and the frictional force of the soil opposes the movement direction of UC when UC is sliding downward. This configuration is used to analyze the influence of the basic parameters of the device on the penetration results. The following points must be explained before analysis:
(1) The penetration impact process is cyclical. One cycle comprises the initial time that UB is lifted and all components remain stationary to until all members return to the initial position after impact and are again stationary. The analyses in this work are only for one motion cycle given the presence of FIGURE 1. Schematic of penetrator structure and internal energy conversion. The internal drive element of the penetration device causes the drive spring to generate compression energy. The drive spring is released after compression. Finally, the penetration device is subjected to backward and forward forces. If the internal parameter ratio of the penetration device meets certain conditions, the positive force is always greater than the reverse force, which includes the internal reverse force and the external resistance, and penetration is oriented downward during one working stroke.
periodicity, and no motion requires analysis during the lifting of UB. Thus, the analysis begins from the release of UB.
(2)The theoretical analysis and the simulation are performed with the ground as the reference coordinate system to facilitate describing the movement of each component, and the direction of UC movement is the negative direction of the coordinate axis.
(3) The interaction between the penetrator and the soil is highly complex. Establishing an equation that accurately describes soil resistance is difficult given that the external force exerted by the soil on penetration is affected by several factors, such as soil properties, penetration depth, and device design and processing. Therefore, the force between the penetration device and the soil is simplified as follows:
where v Uc is the speed of UC, F env is the force of UC and the external environment, F f is the external force applied during downward penetration, and F b is the force acting on the external environment when the penetrator moves backward. (4) The penetrator described in this paper can be operated under microgravity conditions. Gravity is not introduced in the analysis of the penetrator to simulate the extreme conditions during operation and to simplify the calculation. F env is the only external force on the penetrator.
(5) UB slides in UA, and UA slides in UC. The friction generated during sliding, and the magnitudes of the other forces caused by various errors are difficult to determine. Therefore, these forces are ignored in the analysis. Figure 2 shows the internal interaction force of each component of the penetrator. Interaction between the various penetrator components occurs only when certain conditions are met in accordance with the motion of each part. Collisions will also occur among the three parts. Thus, the dynamic penetration model is a complex multidimensional collision system. A detailed analysis of the actions that occur within a cycle is presented below. Figure 3 shows the general working process of the penetrator in a motion cycle.
B. WORKING PROCESS
Phase A: All components are in their initial state, and UA uses the internal motor to raise UB to compress KA between the two components. The motion of each part is described with reference to the ground, and the length of KA is L P1 ds . Phase B: The motor in UA raises UB to a certain distance and compresses KA to length L P2 ds . The internal release mechanism is ready to release the KA spring, and the elastic potential energy stored by the spring upon release is described as follows: where k ds is the stiffness of KA, the default spring does not change during motion, and ds is the compression distance of KA. Phase C: The spring is released, and the force generated by KA acts on UA and UB. The spring provides the corresponding kinetic energy to the two parts. At this time, the spring continues to affect the two parts. The elastic potential energy obtained by the compression of KA is converted into the kinetic energy (E ha , E m ) of UB and the potential energy (E bs ) of the buffer spring. The energy transfer before UB collides with UC is as follows:
where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of UB and UA, respectively; and are the speeds of the two parts; E ha is the kinetic energy of UB before colliding with UC; E dr is the kinetic energy of UA before collision; E bs is the elastic potential energy of the buffer spring; pre is the pre-compression of the buffer spring; L P1 bs is the length of the initial state of the buffer spring at Phase 1; and L P3 bs is the length of the buffer spring after the Phase C drive spring is released until UB collides with UC. This formula indicates that if E bs is extremely large, then E ha will be reduced. Thus, the impact energy of UB on UC is reduced. E ds >> E bs is often guaranteed to ensure a sufficiently large impact kinetic energy on UC. Therefore, Eq. (3) can also be written as:
According to the Eq. (4), if the influence of the buffer spring on the whole is excluded, the force of the drive spring on UA and UB belongs to the internal force. Therefore, UA and UB are in accordance with the law of conservation of momentum at the moment of collision.
Phase D: The speed of UC is zero after UB and UC are impacted. KA is completely disengaged upon the collision of UC and UB and has no effect on UA and UB. The spring must be disengaged because if KA is not detached from the two parts, KA will be stretched before collision, and the compression energy released by the spring will decrease and will result in the following impact energy (E ds ):
where is the length to which the spring is stretched. Thus, if the spring is not completely released, the impact energy on UC will decrease as indicated by Eq. (5). In theory, the spring can be designed to be completely released when UB collides with UC. However, it will be affected by numerous factors in actual usage, and the complete release of KA when UB collides with UC is not guaranteed. KA must be designed to be completely released before collision to ensure maximum impact and penetration efficiency. Energy transfer after the end of collision is expressed as follows:
The impact kinetic energy of UB on UC is transformed into the kinetic energies of UB (E ha ), the kinetic energy of downward penetration of UC (E ca ), and the kinetic energy lost after collision (E loss ). Collision is a complex process. The action between two components is generally regarded as VOLUME 7, 2019 a system consisting of a spring and a damper in the calculation of collision force. At this time, collision is no longer a transient process. The collision force is calculated as:
where q 0 is the initial distance of two objects about to collide, q is the actual distance during the collision of two objects, k is the stiffness coefficient, e is the collision index, c max is the maximum damping coefficient, and d is the plunging depth. The step function ensures that the damping force in collision remains continuous. Displacement must be monitored in real time given that collision force calculation is complicated. The velocity loss coefficient (e) is used to calculate the velocity after collision and collision is regarded as an instantaneous process to reduce the operation time of the optimization program.ẋ
In Eq. (9),ẋ haẋ haẋ ca are the velocities of UB before collision, of UB after collision, and of UC after collision (the velocity before collision is zero), respectively; m 1 is the mass of UB; and m 2 is the mass of UC. In this state, UC has stopped after collision. Thus, the external force it receives is
The external force received by the outer casing changes with time. The force (F bs ) of the buffer spring is determined by the relative distance between UA and UC, and UA and UC are in a moving state during collision. Therefore, the external force changes with time. Eq. (9) indicates that if the distance that UA must cover to move in the reverse penetration direction is extremely large, the compression buffer spring generates a large force. This effect decreases the penetration distance of the penetration device or even causes backward movement.
Phases E-F: This highly complicated process occurs after UB collides with UC until KA returns. The occurrence of collision between UC and UB must be determined as follows:
where x 0 (t) and x 1 (t) are the displacements of UA and UB at a certain point in time. hm is the reserved collision distance. The displacement of UA and UB also changes with time. When the parameters are different, the speeds are different, and the displacements at the same time are different. Therefore, the occurrence of collision must be determined.
The energy attenuation caused by the collision of UA and UB reduces the kinetic energy of the backward movement of UA. Eq. (10) shows that low kinetic energy is associated with the short retreating distance of UA and the reverse force applied to UC and is beneficial for penetration.
Finally, if the displacement of UA is less than that of UB, KA will be recompressed to act on UA and UB, the external force of UA will change, and displacement will change accordingly. Therefore, this process may vary in different situations under different parameters and cannot be described generally.
Phases G-H: The corresponding conditions of the parameters differ in the drive reverse motion. The order of collisions is different. The system is in the initial stable state after all collisions. The possible situations are as follows:
(1) UB first collides with UC, and the possibility that UB and UA collide and KA is detached again exists.
(2) UA first collides with UC, and the possibility that UB and UA collide and KA is detached again exists.
Therefore, this process will have two collisions, and UC may undergo collision once it stops moving. The type of collision that will occur is also dependent on the parameters. The motion state of each of the above components is shown in Table 1 .
The main reasons for uncertainty in the state of motion are (1) Some collisions do not necessarily occur in the uncertain collision state, and the number and time of collisions are uncertain.
(2) The point in time at which KA re-actuates UA and UB after release is unknown.
The penetrator system is nonlinear. The input and output of the linear system conform to the superposition principle, whereas those of the nonlinear system do not. Consequently, using a certain analytical solution equation to describe the motion state of each part is difficult. Therefore, the direct numerical solution is used to derive optimal parameters.
C. ESTABLISHMENT OF A DYNAMIC MODEL
The above analysis indicates that the penetrator motion model is a nonlinear vibration system with varying degrees of freedom (DOF). Individual components are simplified into objects with a concentrated mass by using the D' Alembert principle based on structural dynamics. The previous analysis indicates that the dynamic model of the whole penetrator cycle can be divided into four configurations, as shown in Figure4. A virtual state wherein penetrator configuration is described in five states is also proposed to simplify operation.
State 1: The corresponding drive spring remains in contact with UB and UA, and UC is not displaced or will be displaced. Thus, the UC portion can be simplified into a fixed end constraint, in which case it is described by Eq. (11) . State 2: After KA is disengaged, UB continues to move at an instantaneous speed; UA is only affected by the buffer spring; and UC is not displaced or will be displaced, in which case it is described by Eq. (12) .
State 3: At this time, UB maintains a uniform linear motion, but UC is subjected to impact or the backward force it receives exceeds static friction force and results in a certain displacement. Consequently, the UC portion is no longer regarded as a fixed end, and Eq. (13) describes the movement of each part.
State 4: The equation is given by Eq. (14) , which is a 3-DOF system whose various parts interact through the spring. At this point, UA and UB or UB and UA might collide.
State 5: Highly complicated collision behavior may occur in the second collision phase when UC and UA or UB collide to generate displacement. However, according to the literature, the impact of the secondary collision on the overall penetration effect is small. Therefore, a virtual simplified configuration State 5 is proposed to avoid computational complexity and reduce computation time. Secondary collision is transferred to the configuration when it occurs. At this time, only the displacement and velocity states of UC must be calculated. The calculation formula is shown in Eq. (15) .
The movement of various parts of the penetrator in a complete motion cycle can be accurately described through the establishment of these five states. Optimization is performed to maximize the dive distance of the penetrator in one cycle. The variables that affect the optimization target are the mass of the three parts that constitute the penetrator, the stiffness of the two springs, the pre-compression of the buffer spring, and the collision energy loss coefficient (e) listed in Eq. (8) . The collision energy loss coefficient is a variable that is difficult to control in the actual design process and is thus set to a fixed value. 
D. MOTION FUNCTION
The five configurations above must be conditionally called and encapsulated into a function for parameter optimization for describing the real-time motion state of each part to obtain the dive distance of the penetrator after completing one cycle. The calculation time for each configuration is set to t given that each state requires its corresponding entry and exit conditions to be set to ensure that the state is changed in time in accordance with the real-time state of the penetrator. The following describes the program steps that correspond to each configuration as shown in Figure 5 .
Except for State 5, the remaining modules are packaged into four subroutines on the basis of the above structure and are called in accordance with the conditions in the main function. The main program structure is designed in accordance with the above state, as shown in Figure 6 . The global flag bit is used to call each state. The flag is State 1 when the program initiates.
III. PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM
The whole penetrator motion can be described by a function, and the final output of the function is the dive distance. The feasible field of the parameter is set and the optimal parameter is determined with the maximum output of the function as the target. The problem is a constrained mathematical programming problem, as follows:
where x =[x 1 ,x 2 ,. . . ,x n ] T is the input variable, n is the number of variables, and R is the feasible domain of the variable. Six input variables are used, each of which has a parameter feasible field. The calculation load is massive if the parameter is searched directly in the unrestricted feasible domain. The obtained parameters may be meaningless because the penetrator design has specific size and quality requirements. Excessively high or low quality and sizes may not be realized in the actual process. Springs with high stiffness cannot be driven by motors, and springs with low stiffness cannot guarantee impact energy. Thus, the feasible domain of each parameter must be determined before optimization.
A. STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETER FEASIBLE DOMAINS
Different methods are used to determine the parameter feasible domain for different systems. In this work, a 3D design is first established to ensure that the penetrator can perform its corresponding function. The drive part is the power source of the penetration. It is the first part that is designed given its importance as a working component. The arrangement of the internal shafting is related to the driving method of the compression spring. A cam is used to compress the spring to ensure certain impact efficiency. UA reserves a corresponding sliding space and keyway to allow the impact UB to slide freely relative to UA. An overview of the designed drive is shown in Figure 7 . Structural strength, working space, and other issues are considered as shown in the 3D diagram of the designed driving part component. The 3D overview of the components of the obtained penetrator and the assembly drawing are shown in Figure 8 .
After completing the 3D drawing, the material properties are changed to determine the approximate feasible range of the weight of each part. The stiffness of the spring can be determined in accordance with the driving ability of the motor. The approximate search interval for obtaining each parameter in the optimization algorithm is shown in Table 2 .
B. GENETIC ALGORITHM PARAMETERS SETTING
The parameter feasible domain is determined Table 2 , however, shows that the amount of data to be optimized is large, and the conventional traversal search optimization algorithm is time-consuming in this situation. The general traditional optimization method must be used to determine various pieces of information of the objective function. The traditional algorithm relies on the gradient of the objective function and other auxiliary information to determine the search direction. The falling or rising gradient of the objective function is difficult to determine because it cannot be differentiated for some nonlinear discrete problems, and the traditional algorithm cannot obtain the determined search direction. The motion function of the penetrator established in this work is a discrete function, and the relevant gradient information of the function cannot be obtained.
The genetic algorithm, a kind of bionic intelligent optimization algorithm, does not depend on the characteristics of the objective function. It only needs to use the target value of the objective function to evolve with the direction of the error gradient. Therefore, a discontinuous function can be subjected to parameter optimization. The genetic algorithm performs optimization in the form of a population. This approach reduces the possibility of falling into the local optimal solution and accelerates searching.
Therefore, the genetic algorithm is used to optimize parameters, and the function describing the motion of the penetrator is the fitness function of the genetic algorithm.
The parameters that must be determined by the genetic algorithm mainly include the genetic algebra and the cross mutation probability. The genetic algebra has a negligible effect on the results of the genetic algorithm. Generally, the result will be stable after 30 iterations. The crossover and mutation probability will have a considerable impact on the results of the genetic algorithm, that is, it will directly affect the convergence of the algorithm. Table 3 presents the initial parameter settings of the genetic algorithm.
The parameters in Table 2 are used as the initial search range of the genetic algorithm after the above parameters FIGURE 9. Genetic algorithm evaluation chart when searching for Table 4 parameters (left) and Table 4 parameter motion data and simulation data (right). are set. The optimal parameters after completing the iterations are shown in the following table.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS A. PARAMETER STABILITY ANALYSIS
The performance of the genetic algorithm in the above optimization process is evaluated, and the mean and optimal solutions of the population in each generation are calculated. A graph showing the changes with the number of evolutional generations is presented at the left of Figure 9 . The trend of the average value in the graph is the same as that of the optimal solution. The closeness of the last generation mean to the optimal solution indicates that the individuals in the population have approached the optimal solution evolution. Therefore, the evolutionary trend of the genetic algorithm is correct, and the iterative results of the genetic algorithm are thus confirmed.
The theoretical and simulated motion curves of the three parts are plotted in accordance with the parameter data calculated by the genetic algorithm and are presented in the right hand image in Figure 9 . The negative direction of the vertical axis is the penetration direction. Figure 9 shows that the system tends to stabilize before 0.2 s in the collision cycle, and UC undergoes two penetrations within one cycle. The contribution of the second penetration to the overall penetration effect is smaller than that of the first penetration. Therefore, the simplified assumption of the second penetration in the previous analysis is reasonable, and the trend of the simulation curve is consistent with that of the theoretical curve. The final penetration results are the same, and the established theoretical model is correct.
The membership function used in this work directly applies the function to calculate the dive distance of UC as the criterion for ranking an individual's advantages and disadvantages. However, parameter stability is not considered. The theoretical and actual values of the final application in engineering may exist some differences due to the influence of processing error and other factors. Therefore, the parameters of each part can have a certain range of variation on the basis of the theoretical value. Within this allowable range, changes in any part of the parameter set will not affect the normal operation of the penetrator, and the impact on the penetration depth can also be neglected. Thus, the set of parameters can be considered as the stable optimal solution.
Therefore, the stability of the parameters of the genetic algorithm must be evaluated, and the variable range of each parameter must be set as shown in Table 5 .
The parameters obtained by genetic algorithm are used to judge the stability. The variation of each parameter is limited to the error range of Table 5 . Changing the parameters within the error range, and searching for whether the penetration will be invalid due to the change of the parameters. If it does not exists, the parameters are considered as stable solution. The stability analysis of the data of Table 4 is performed in FIGURE 10. Genetic algorithm evaluation chart when searching for Table 5 parameters (left) Table 5 parameter motion data and simulation data (right). accordance with the above method for judging stability. After that, the parameters in table 4 are considered unstable and therefore not suitable for engineering application. So we tried to change the search interval to get a more stable solution. We divide the initial search interval according to dichotomy. For better explaining our method, we will refer to the divided intervals as A and B. The stability determination method is used for the optimized results of two intervals. If all the optimization parameters obtained in the A/B interval are unstable, we observe the data interval between the parameters with invalid solutions and the optimization parameters. And then, if the data interval of A is larger than B, it indicates that the optimization result of A has greater tolerance for error. Therefore, parameter stability of A is better than B. Then we continue to use the dichotomy method for A, repeat the above steps, and finally get stable optimal parameters. In short, the change of search interval is constantly adjusted according to the optimization results. By constantly changing the search interval, the parameters of Table 6 are obtained. The parameters are determined as the final feasible stable optimal solution after the above stability analysis. These parameters can be used for designing the penetrator. Figure 10 illustrates that the difference between the mean value of the population of the genetic algorithm and the value of the optimal solution decreases after changing the region for searching for the optimal stable solution. This result indicates that the individuals in the final population are all near the optimal solution. As illustrated in Figure 9 , the difference between the mean and the optimal solutions has increased because a zero solution still exists in the population of the final iteration, that is, an unstable solution exists around the optimal solution. The resulting Table 6 data are therefore superior to the Table 4 data.
B. EFFECT OF PARAMETER CHANGES ON THE PENETRATION PERFORMANCE
Although the penetration distance shown in Figure 10 is smaller than that shown in Figure 9 , stable penetrator VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 12. Effect of spring stiffness variation on penetration distance.
operation can be guaranteed under this parameter. This parameter is used to explore the influence of parameter changes on the penetrator and introduce the concept of ratio. UB can be changed by the influence of the material, and the mass of UB is used as the basic proportional coefficient. The ratio is defined as follows:
The ratio of the stable optimal solution s1 = 0.4912/0.1435 ≈ 3.42; s2 = 0.237/0.1435 ≈ 1.65. Figure 11 indicates that the remaining parameters are unchanged and presents the effect of the mass ratio on the penetration result. Figure 12 shows the change in the stiffness of the spring. The blue area in the figure illustrates the return of the motion function to zero. When the penetrator is backed up, the program will immediately stop and return to a zero value or the penetrator's original dive distance is zero. The stable optimal parameters are located in the circle. Figure 11 shows that the effect on the penetration effect is small if the ratio changes around the optimal solution. If the positional mass ratio is small, the penetration distance of approximately 10 mm can be obtained. Although the penetration distance is deep at the upper left corner, the required mass coefficient increases, and the quality of each component becomes heavy. Therefore, the stable optimal results calculated by the genetic algorithm in this work are reasonable and feasible. The figure shows that the relationship between the effect of the penetration and the mass ratio is complicated.
As shown in Figure 12 , mass is maintained within the parameters, spring pre-compression is left unchanged, and spring stiffness is changed to observe the effect of the change in the stiffness of the two springs on the penetration effect of the penetrator. The horizontal axis is the stiffness of KA, and the vertical axis is the stiffness of the buffer spring. The unit is N/mm. The circle is the stable optimal parameter, and the parameter is located at the middle. Therefore, if KA and the buffer spring are changed, the penetration effect will not be considerably affected. The above figure shows that to ensure the machining accuracy of the buffer spring, the stiffness of the buffer spring can be appropriately changed in accordance with the soil environment during the actual operation.
In contrast to previous works, this work introduces buffer spring pre-compression as an influencing variable. Spring pre-compression reduces external resistance by reducing the back-off distance of UA and the length of the penetrator. As shown on illustrated in the left side of Figure 13 , in order to compare the effect of spring pre-compression on UA motion, it is necessary to remove the interference of other factors, regardless of the motion of other parts components, must be eliminated removed, and directly use Eq. (12) must be used to compare the effect of spring pre-compression on UA motion. To facilitate calculation, the mass of the drive, the stiffness of the buffer spring, the initial speed, and the preload of the buffer spring are all set to 1; the initial position is set to 0; and the direction of the spring force and the spring preload is opposite the direction of motion. The difference between the time and the moving distance when the buffer spring preloaded or not preloaded is illustrated in Figure13. However, the preload should not be extremely large because the buffer spring acts on UA and UC after UA begins to move. Extremely large spring pre-compression values may exceed the maximum static friction of the penetration and cause backlash. Therefore, the pre-compression force of the buffer spring also affects the penetration effect and must be considered in parameter optimization.
The degree of the influence of pre-compression on the penetration effect is explored on the basis of the obtained optimal stability parameters. The right image in Figure13 shows that only the pre-compression amount is changed, whereas the other parameters are maintained and presents the influence of the change in pre-compression on penetration distance. The position of the blue circle mark is the most stable and optimal parameter. The position of parameter selection from the figure shows that the slope of the surrounding area changes slightly although the penetration distance is near 40 mm. The position of parameter selection is selected from the figure. The figure also indicates that the slope of the surrounding changes is small, the range of variation can be large, and the amount of pre-compression can be appropriately increased to maximize dive distance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The prototype is designed in accordance with the selected optimal stability parameters and manufactured. The structure of the prototype is shown in Figure 14 .
The UC shown in Figure 15 is different from Figure 14 , and it is employed to facilitate the observation of the movement of various internal components. A window is installed in UC, the scale is fixed to facilitate measurement, and the real-time motion state of the internal object is captured by a high-speed camera. Volcanic ash is used to simulate the extraterrestrial environment of lunar and Martian soil. The data acquisition schematic is shown in Figure 15 .
The motion curves of the various parts based on the collected motion data are shown in Figure 16 . The penetration distance obtained through the experiment is smaller than that obtained through theoretical calculations and simulation. According to the literature [23] , the introduction of gravity will not only directly affect the movement of various components but will also affect the density of the soil. That is, high gravity is associated with high resistance. Thus, in line with the actual situation, the penetration test results obtained under the earth's gravity will be lower than those obtained through theoretical analysis and simulation. The motion trend in Figure 16 is consistent with simulation and theoretical analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work proposes a segmentation modeling method to establish the model of the penetrator motion and verifies the correctness of the theoretical model by comparing the theoretical model curve with the simulation curve. The established model is combined with the genetic algorithm to obtain a stable solution. Solved the problem that the penetrator dynamics model is difficult to accurately describe because it is nonlinear. For the problem that many parameters are interrelated and difficult to optimize, this paper employs the genetic algorithm for optimization. After that, a stable optimal solution with good performance is obtained by combining engineering practice and stability analysis. The improvement in penetration performance with the introduction of buffer spring pre-compression is verified on the basis of the obtained stable optimal solution. The investigation of the extent to which parameter changes affect penetration proves that a complex nonlinear relationship exists among parameters. Experimental verification indicates that the obtained parameters can be effectively used in practice.
This work is part of basic research on penetrators. The next research plan is to explore the effects of gravity and friction on penetration. Methods for parameter stability detection can be further introduced into the parameter optimization process. The model of the interaction between the penetrator and soil will be expected to be improved, and an equation will be used to express the relationship between resistance and the penetration depth of the penetrator. The manufacturing precision of the prototype is important, and the relevant experimental platform can be further improved to achieve higher accuracies. He held research appointments at University College London and University of Portsmouth, U.K. He has authored or coauthored over 100 publications in journals, book chapters, and conference proceedings. His research interests include machine intelligence, pattern recognition, and their applications on human motion analysis, human-robot interaction and collaboration, and robot skill learning.
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